
We developed Name-
It, a system that
associates faces and
names in news
videos. It processes
information from the
videos and can infer
possible name
candidates for a
given face or locate a
face in news videos
by name. To
accomplish this task,
the system takes a
multimodal video
analysis approach:
face sequence
extraction and
similarity evaluation
from videos, name
extraction from
transcripts, and
video-caption
recognition.

T
he Name-It system1,2 associates names
and faces in news videos. Assume that
we’re watching a TV news program.
When persons we don’t know appear

in the news video, we can eventually identify
most of them by watching only the video. To do
this, we detect faces from a news video, locate
names in the sound track, and then associate each
face to the correct name. For face-name associa-
tion, we use as many hints as possible based on
structure, context, and meaning of the news
video. We don’t need any additional knowledge
such as newspapers containing descriptions of the
persons or biographical dictionaries with pictures.
Similarly, Name-It can associate faces in news
videos with their right names without using an a
priori face-name association set. In other words,
Name-It extracts face-name correspondences only
from news videos.

Name-It takes a multimodal approach to
accomplish this task. For example, it uses several
information sources available from news videos—
image sequences, transcripts, and video captions.
Name-It detects face sequences from image
sequences and extracts name candidates from
transcripts. It’s possible to obtain transcripts from

audio tracks by using the proper speech recogni-
tion technique with an allowance for recognition
errors. However, most news broadcasts in the US
already have closed captions. (In the near future,
the worldwide trend will be for broadcasts to fea-
ture closed captions.) Thus we use closed-caption
texts as transcripts for news videos. In addition,
we employ video-caption detection and recogni-
tion. We used “CNN Headline News” as our pri-
mary source of news for our experiments.

Given image sequences, transcripts, and video
captions as information sources, Name-It associ-
ates extracted faces with extracted name candi-
dates using the correlation of their timing
information and face similarity information.
Video captions are also taken into account as sup-
plementary information. To associate faces and
names, Name-It integrates several advanced image
processing and natural-language processing tech-
niques—face sequence extraction and similarity
evaluation from videos, name extraction from
transcripts, and video-caption recognition.
Although these technologies aren’t always highly
accurate, integrating these results will help the
system achieve more accurate output.

With respect to face-name association, the
Piction system3 works similarly to Name-It.
Piction identifies faces within a given captioned
newspaper photograph by extracting faces from
the photograph and analyzing the caption to
obtain geometric constraints among faces. The
system then labels each face with a name. A draw-
back of Piction is that face location information is
assumed to be described in captions—for exam-
ple, “top row, from left, are Michael, Brian ….” On
the other hand, Name-It doesn’t assume such a
description. Instead, while Piction deals with one
photograph and caption at a time, Name-It
processes many videos—including many news
topics—to collect a fraction of a hint from each
video fragment to infer face-name association. In
doing this, Name-It uses face similarity while
Piction doesn’t.

To realize Name-It, further analysis of video
semantic content proves necessary. State-of-the-
art video analysis technologies automatically
extract video structure information.4,5 Typically,
once a video is given as a target, it’s decomposed
into segments or shots. These shots are then clas-
sified based on the video’s structure. This process
employs several techniques, such as cut detection,
color histogram calculation and comparison, cam-
era motion analysis, motion segmentation, and so
on. Among them, cut detection and color his-
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togram calculation and comparison are incorpo-
rated into Name-It to provide hints for video con-
tent analysis.

Since Name-It primarily handles face informa-
tion, face detection and face similarity evaluation
play essential roles. Much research has targeted
face detection and matching (for an extensive sur-
vey, see Chellappa, Wilson, and Sirohey6). It’s
noteworthy to contrast face identification and
Name-It. In face identification, a face (category)
set for comparison with given faces is given a pri-
ori. Although Name-It primarily associates faces
and names in videos, it automatically generates a
face-name association set from given videos that
may even be used for face identification.

By providing face-name association, Name-It
performs “individual detection” rather than mere
“face detection,” because associated faces and
names correspond to certain individuals who are
of interest in news video topics. As a result, Name-
It enables several potential applications (see Figure
1), including

❚ a news video viewer that interactively provides
a personal description of the displayed face,

❚ a news text browser that gives facial informa-
tion in response to names, and

❚ an automated video annotation generator for
faces.

Overview of Name-It
Typical news video consists of several topics,

each having a corresponding person or persons of
interest. Figure 2 shows the typical structure of a
news topic in which US President Bill Clinton is
the person of interest.

We set the primary goal of Name-It as associat-
ing faces and names of persons of interest in news
video topics. To achieve this goal, we employ the
process shown in Figure 3, next page. Name-It

must extract faces from image sequences and
names from transcripts—both the faces and
names correspond to persons of interest.
However, these tasks are hard to accomplish. Faces
of persons of interest tend to appear under sever-
al conditions such as frontal views or close-ups, or
they’re on screen for a long duration. But faces
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that meet these conditions don’t always corre-
spond to persons of interest. That is, there’s no
perfect method to extract faces of persons of inter-
est by image-sequence analysis alone. Meanwhile,
extracting names of persons of interest requires an
in-depth semantic analysis of the transcript.
Several studies reported at the Message
Understanding Conference7 achieved sufficient
accuracy in selecting all names from text.
However, selecting names of only persons of inter-
est proved a much harder problem. Therefore, we
extract faces and names likely to correspond to
persons of interest. The system employs face
detection and tracking to extract face sequences
and natural-language processing techniques using
a dictionary, thesaurus, and parser to locate names
in transcripts.

Given extracted faces and names, Name-It
associates those that correspond to one another.
Since transcripts don’t necessarily give explana-
tions of videos, no straightforward method exists
for associating faces in videos and names in tran-
scripts. However, by observing the typical news
video composition given in Figure 2, we can
assume that a corresponding face and name are
likely to coincide and may be an associated face-
name pair. However, potential difficulties exist in
associating faces and names: the lack of necessary
faces or names and possible multiple correspon-
dences of faces and names. For example, even if
the system successfully extracts a person of inter-
est’s face in a topic, it might not find the correct
name that coincides with that face.

As an example of multiple correspondence,
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transcripts. Then it
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assume that topic A is about Clinton and former
US Senator Robert Dole, and topic B is about
Clinton and former House Speaker Newt
Gingrich. The system can’t decide whether
Clinton’s face shown in topic A corresponds to
name “Clinton” or “Dole” or whether Clinton’s
face shown in topic B corresponds to name
“Clinton” or “Gingrich.” To compensate for this
drawback, Name-It gives priority to a face-name
pair that coincides more frequently and outputs
the pair as an associated face-name pair.
Obviously, face similarity is required to evaluate
face-name association (for example, to match the
faces in topic A and topic B). Thus the system
regards these faces as identical and can infer that
the face coincides in more topics with the name
“Clinton” than with others (“Dole” or
“Gingrich”). Evaluating face similarity may also
resolve the problem of lack of faces or names.
Even if a face doesn’t coincide with the correct
name, we expect other faces identical to this face
in other topics to coincide with the correct name.

The system also employs video-caption recog-
nition to obtain face-name association. Video cap-
tions are superimposed text on video frames,
therefore representing literal information. The cap-
tions are directly attached to image sequences and
give an explanation of the video. In many cases, a
video caption is attached to a face and usually rep-
resents a person’s name. Thus, video-caption recog-
nition provides rich information for face-name
association. However, because video captions don’t
necessarily appear for all faces of persons of inter-
est, Name-It uses the video captions as supple-
ments to the transcripts. For example, some faces
appear like persons of interest in a news program,
but aren’t mentioned in the transcripts. Instead,
their names often show up in the video captions.
To achieve video-caption recognition, we use text
detection and character-recognition techniques
(see Figure 3).

Finally, results obtained by these techniques
should be integrated to provide face-name associ-
ation. As a unified measurement integrating mul-
timodal analysis, we use a co-occurrence factor,
which represents a likelihood factor that a face
and a name correspond to each other. This inte-
gration should give better face-name association
results, even though the results of analyses are
imperfect. As shown in Figure 3, to compensate
for the problems of the lack of faces or names and
multiple correspondence of faces and names, the
system employs face similarity to evaluate the co-
occurrence factor. Since character recognition for

video captions can’t be perfect because of the poor
quality of video images, it’s compensated for by
an inexact string match method. As a result,
although each analysis may not discriminate faces
or names of persons of interest in topics, associa-
tion results may eventually correspond to face-
name pairs of persons of interest in topics.

Face information extraction
Here we describe extraction of those faces that

might correspond to persons of interest in topics.
We first employ face detection and tracking to
detect face sequences in videos. Then, using an
eigenface-based method, we evaluate face similar-
ity. To enhance the face similarity evaluation, we
select the most frontal view of a detected face
sequence and use the selected face for the eigen-
face method. Finally, given videos as input, the
system outputs a two-tuple list: timing informa-
tion (start∼ end frame) and face identification
information.

Face tracking
Face tracking consists of three components—

face detection, skin-color model extraction, and
skin-color region tracking (see Figure 4). We
describe the face tracking components in the fol-
lowing subsections.
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Face detection. First, Name-It applies face
detection to every frame within a certain interval
of frames. This interval should be small enough so
that the detector doesn’t miss important face
sequences, yet large enough to ensure reasonable
processing time. Optimally, we apply the face
detector at intervals of 10 frames. The neural net-
work-based face detector8 employs a neural net-
work arbitration method and bootstrap algorithm
to detect mostly frontal faces of various sizes and
at various locations. The system outputs the
detected face as a rectangular region that includes
most of the skin, but excludes the hair and the
background. The face detector can also detect
eyes. To ensure that the faces are frontal and close
up, we use only faces in which eyes are detected
successfully. A detected face is tracked bidirec-
tionally in time to obtain a face sequence.

Skin-color model extraction and tracking.
Once the system detects a face, it extracts the skin-
color model. In several cases, researchers have
used the Gaussian model in (r, g) space (r = R/(R +
G + B), g = G/(R + G + B)) as a general skin-color
model for face tracking.9,10 However, for our
research we used the Gaussian model in (R, G, B)
space because this model is more sensitive to the
skin color’s brightness, and thus much more suit-
able for the model tailored for each face sequence.

Let F be the detected face region and I(x, y) be
color intensities [R G B]t at (x, y). A skin-color
model consists of a covariance matrix C, a mean
M, and a distance d:

(1)

(2)

where N is the number of pixels in F. We used a
constant for d. The system extracts a model for
each detected face and uses it to extract skin can-
didate pixels in the subsequent frames. (A pixel I(x,
y) is a skin candidate pixel if (I(x, y) − M)t C−1(I(x, y)
− M) < d2.) Then the system composes a binary
image of the skin candidate pixels. It applies noise
reduction with region enlarging or shrinking and
contour tracing of regions to obtain skin candidate
regions. The overlap between each of these regions
and each of the face regions of the previous frame
is evaluated to decide whether one of the skin can-
didate regions is the succeeding face region. In

addition, the system applies the scene-change
detection method based on the subregion color his-
togram matching.11 Face-region tracking continues
until the system encounters a scene change or until
it can’t find a succeeding face region.

Face similarity evaluation
To evaluate face similarity, we employ a face

similarity measurement based on the eigenface
method. Since this method is very sensitive to face
orientation, we prefer using frontal faces for eval-
uation. However, faces detected by the method
described above aren’t necessarily frontal enough.
On the other hand, since we have face sequences,
we can choose any face from the sequence.
Therefore, we first select the best frontal view of a
face—that is, the most frontal face from each face
sequence. Then we apply the eigenface method to
the selected faces for similarity evaluation of face
sequences.

The most frontal face selection. To choose the
most frontal face from all detected faces, the system
first applies a face-skin region clustering method.
For each detected face, cheek regions—which we
presume have skin color—are located by using the
eye locations the face detector obtained. Using the
cheek regions as initial samples, the system employs
the region growing method in the (R, G, B, x, y)
space to obtain the face-skin region. We assume a
Gaussian model in (R, G, B, x, y) space; (R, G, B) con-
tributes by making the region have skin color, and
(x, y) contributes by keeping the region almost cir-
cular. Then, the system calculates the face-skin
region’s center of gravity (xf, yf). Let the locations 
of the right and left eyes of the face be 
(xr, yr), (xl, yl), respectively. We assume that the most
frontal face has the smallest difference between xf

and (xl + xr)/2 and the smallest difference between
yl and yr. To evaluate these conditions, we calculate
the frontal factor Fr for every detected face

(3)

(4)

where wf is the normalized face-region size. This
size is determined so that a square wf × wf overlaps
with the eyes, nose, and mouth, but barely over-
laps with the background in most cases. The fac-
tor for an ideal frontal face is 1.5. The first term of
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Equation 4 becomes 1 iff xf equals (xl + xr)/2, less
than 1 otherwise. The second term of Equation 4
becomes 1/2 iff yl equals yr, less than 1/2 other-
wise. The system chooses the face having the
largest Fr as the most frontal face of the face
sequence. Figure 5 shows example faces, extract-
ed face skin regions, and frontal factors.

Eigenface-based face similarity evaluation.
To evaluate face similarity, we employ the eigen-
face-based method.12 Although it doesn’t neces-
sarily achieve the best performance, we chose this
method because it’s less restrictive to input face
images (that is, it doesn’t require face features
detection, such as eyes, nose, mouth corners, and
so on). Plus, it’s compatible with face-similarity
values. Each of the most frontal faces is normal-
ized into a 64 × 64 image using the eye positions,
then converted to a point in the 16-dimensional
eigenface space. As we’ll describe later, we
processed five hours of news videos, and the sys-
tem extracted 556 face sequences. To train eigen-
faces, we used all 556 faces (that is, the training set
equals the evaluation set). Since we fixed the
video corpus to five-hour news videos, we can still
take this approach. However, to incrementally
process news videos, for example, we need to fix

the training face set in advance and apply trained
eigenfaces to faces other than the training set.
Face similarity can be evaluated as the face dis-
tance—the Euclidean distance between two cor-
responding points in the eigenface space. Let 
df(Fi, Fj) be the face distance of faces Fi and Fj. We
define the similarity Sf(Fi, Fj) as

(5)

where σf is a standard deviation of the Gaussian fil-
ter in the eigenface space. The range of similarity is
from 0 to 1, where similarity of the same face is 1.

Evaluation
Figure 6 (next page) shows the start and end

frames of face sequences and the selected frontal
face frames using the face extraction method. In
Figure 6a, although the faces appearing in the
start and end frames aren’t frontal, the system suc-
cessfully selected the frontal face. Figure 6b shows
that the system can handle face sequences having
scene changes by using special effects (such as
wiping) in the sequence’s start and end frames. A
30-minute video takes roughly 30 hours to process
on a Silicon Graphics 200-MHz R4400 worksta-
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tion. Most of the time goes to face detection.
To evaluate face-sequence detection, we ex-

amined the face-sequence extraction results of a
half-hour news video. The system extracted 65 face
sequences and missed four sequences due to face-
detection failure (two cases had specular reflection

on eye glasses and two
cases had shade on
faces). The system out-
put one nonface
sequence due to a face-
detection error and two
sequences composed of
two face sequences
merged into one se-
quence. In one case, the
system failed to detect
the scene change be-
cause the scene dis-
solved between two
face sequences. In
another case, the sys-
tem failed to track the
face because the video
segment was mono-
chrome. This video was
one of the most difficult
for face-sequence ex-
traction, yet the system
extracted more than 90
percent of actual face
sequences with only
one false extraction.

To examine face-
similarity evaluation
results, we manually
named each face se-
quence. Among 556
face sequences taken

from five hours of news videos, we manually
named 308 sequences and left 248 unknown.
Then we examined every pair of face sequences to
obtain distances df(Fi, Fj). We labeled pairs whose
distance fell below a certain threshold 
(df(Fi, Fj) < θ) as expected identical pairs. On the
other hand, we called pairs having the same name
real identical pairs. To evaluate the appropriateness
of face distance, we used a precision-recall graph
comparing expected and real identical pairs while
varying threshold θ (see Figure 7). Although preci-
sion is 99 percent and recall is 14 percent for θ =
1,000, if we increase θ, precision decreases very
rapidly. To preserve precision as high as possible,
we used 1,000 for σf in Equation 5. The graph
depicts that the defined face distance doesn’t
achieve good separation between identical and
nonidentical face pairs. However, we will show in
our experimental results that this face similarity
evaluation method still works fairly well when
integrated into the Name-It system.
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Figure 6. Face extraction results. (a, c, and d) Successful selection of a frontal face. (b) Even with scene

changes using special effects, the system can handle face sequences.
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Name information extraction
Here we describe the extraction of

names that might correspond to per-
sons of interest in topics. The system
uses advanced natural-language pro-
cessing to extract name candidates
from transcripts. We’ll also describe
how the name candidate extraction
uses lexical and grammatical analysis
and knowledge of a topic’s structure
in news videos. The system outputs a
three-tuple list: a name candidate,
timing information, and a score rep-
resenting the likelihood of that name
belonging to a person of interest.

Typical structure of news videos
The highest component in news

video is an individual topic. Each
topic contains one or more para-
graphs, which roughly correspond to
scenes. In closed-caption texts of
“CNN Headline News,” the compo-
nents can be easily distinguished—a topic is pre-
ceded by >>> and a paragraph by >> (see Figure 8).
We use this literal information to discriminate
between an anchor paragraph and a live or file
video shot from videos. For other news programs,
we could use news video parsing techniques.4,5

An anchor paragraph typically appears at the
beginning of the topic, in which an anchor person
gives an overview of the topic. Live or file video
paragraphs—actual videos related to the topic or
speeches by a person of interest—typically appear
after an anchor paragraph. A live or file video para-
graph, especially one containing close-up scenes of
a person of interest, proves quite useful for Name-
It. In some cases, such a paragraph includes the
narrator’s explanations of the person in the close-
up. Since the face coincides with its name in corre-
sponding transcripts, Name-It simply evaluates the
coincidence of extracted name candidates with face
sequences in order to obtain face-name association.
However, in other cases, the live or file video para-
graph consists of the speech of the person in the
close-up. Since the person rarely mentions his or
her own name in the speech, corresponding tran-
scripts may not contain the desired name. This sit-
uation requires extra care. In such cases, the system
offsets time lags in name information. (We provide
detailed descriptions in the following sections.)
Finally, each name candidate is output with the
score that represents the likelihood that the name
corresponds to a person of interest.

Conditions of name candidates
Each name candidate should satisfy some of

the following conditions:

1. The candidate should be a noun that repre-
sents a person’s name or that describes a per-
son (president, fireman, and so on).

2. The candidate should preferably be an agent
of an act—especially an act of speech, atten-
dance at a meeting, or a visit. For example, a
speaker is usually centered in the speech scene,
while other people aren’t always shown in
videos even if they’re mentioned.

3. The candidate tends to be mentioned earlier
than others in the topic in transcripts. (In a
news video, important information that might
have corresponding images is usually men-
tioned earlier rather than later.)

4. The candidate tends to be mentioned just
before a live video is shown. The person
appearing in a live video rarely mentions his
or her own name. Instead, just before the live
video, an anchor person tends to introduce
the candidate (see Figure 8).

The system evaluates these conditions for each
word in the transcripts by using a dictionary (the
Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current
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English13), a thesaurus (WordNet14), and a parser
(Link Parser15). Then the system outputs the three-
tuple list: a word, timing information (frame), and
a normalized score reflecting the above
conditions.

Score calculation
Referring to the dictionaries and parsing

results, the system calculates the score for each
word in the transcripts. The score is normalized so
that a score close to 1 corresponds to a word that
most likely corresponds to a person of interest. We
define the score calculation as follows:

❚ Grammatical score: After consulting the dictio-
nary, the system gives 1 to proper nouns, 0.8
to common nouns, and 0 to other words. By
consulting the parsing results, the system gives
1 to nouns and 0.5 to other words. If the sys-
tem fails to parse, it gives 0.5 to all words. The
net grammatical score equals the product of
the two scores.

❚ Lexical score: After consulting the thesaurus, the
system gives 1 to persons, 0.8 to social groups,
and 0.3 to other words.

❚ Situational score: The act corresponding to the
word is represented by the verb in the sentence
that includes the word. After consulting the
thesaurus, the system gives 1 to speech, 0.8 to
attendance at meetings, and 0.3 otherwise.

❚ Positional score: The system gives 1 to words
that appear in the first sentence of a topic, 0.5
to words that appear in the last sentence of a
paragraph, and a linearly interpolated score to
other words according to the position of the
sentence in which the word appears. For live or
file video paragraphs, the system also outputs
the same tuples as those of the paragraph that
appears before the live or file video paragraphs
(possibly the anchor paragraph), replacing the
timing information with that of the live or file
video (see Figure 8). In addition, the system
replaces the positional score according to the
position of the sentence in the anchor para-
graph: 1 for the sentence just before the live
video, 0.5 for the first sentence of the topic,
and a linearly interpolated score otherwise.

Finally, the system calculates the net score as
the product of all four scores. The execution time
for a 30-minute news video is approximately 1.5

hours on an SGI 200-MHz R4400 workstation.
Most of that time goes to parsing. We determined
several parameters used in score calculation
empirically. Although we had an impression that
these parameters wouldn’t be very sensitive to
face-name association results, there’s still room for
an in-depth study in score calculation for name
candidates.

Evaluation
We examined one 30-minute news video and

manually extracted 105 name words from a tran-
script containing 3,462 words. While the system
automatically extracted 752 words as name can-
didates, only 94 of them were correct (it missed 9
and 658 were false alarms, that is, precision was
13 percent and recall 91 percent). This excessive
name-candidate extraction resulted from the sys-
tem extracting words that were proper nouns or
nouns used as agents, in order not to miss any
“name.” But even with this poor name-candidate
extraction, the overall system achieved good per-
formance in face-name association, as we’ll show
in the experimental results section.

Video-caption recognition
Attached directly to image sequences, video

captions provide text information. In many cases,
they’re attached to faces and usually represent a
person’s name. Thus, video-caption recognition
provides rich information for face-name associa-
tion, although not necessarily attached to all faces
of persons of interest. We briefly describe video-
caption recognition in this section. (See Sato et
al.16 for further information.)

Figure 9 shows a typical frame with video cap-
tions. Since we use “CNN Headline News” for tar-
get news videos, captions appear in bright color,
superimposed directly onto the background
images. To achieve video-caption recognition, the
system first detects text regions from video frames.
Several filters, including differential filters and
smoothing filters, help achieve this task. Clusters
with bounding regions that satisfy several size
constraints are selected as text regions. The detect-
ed text regions are preprocessed to enhance video-
caption image quality. First, the system applies
the filter that minimizes intensities among frames.
This filter suppresses complicated and moving
backgrounds, yet enhances characters because
they’re placed at the exact position for a sequence
of frames. Next, the system applies the linear
interpolation filter to quadruple the resolution.
Then it applies template-based character recogni-
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tion. The current system can recognize only
uppercase letters, but it has achieved a 76 percent
character-recognition rate.

Since character recognition results aren’t per-
fect, inexact matching between the results and
character strings is essential for face-name associ-
ation. To cope with this problem, we extended the
edit-distance method.17 Assume that C is the char-
acter-recognition result and N is a word. Define
the distance dc(C, N) to represent how much C dif-
fers from N. When C and N are the same, the dis-
tance is 0, whereas when C and N differ (that is, C
and N don’t share any characters), the distance is
1. The system calculates the distance by using a
dynamic programming algorithm.

Face-name information association
Here we’ll describe the algorithm and co-

occurrence factor that work together to associate
face-name information. The system calculates the
co-occurrence factor taking into account analysis
results of face-sequence extraction, face matching,
name-candidate extraction, and video-caption
recognition. Inaccuracy of each technology is
compensated in this process.

Algorithm
In this section, we describe the algorithm for

retrieving face candidates by a given name. We
use the co-occurrence factors that take advantage
of face extraction and similarity evaluation, name
extraction, and video-caption recognition. Let N
and F be a name and a face, respectively. The co-
occurrence factor C(N, F) measures the degree to
which face F matches name N. Think of the
names Na, Nb, …, and the faces Fp, Fq, …, where Na

corresponds to Fp. Then C(Na, Fp) should have the
largest value among co-occurrence factors of any
combination of Na and the other faces (such as
C(Na, Fq) and so on) or of the other names and Fp

(such as C(Nb, Fp) and so on). To retrieve face can-
didates by a given name or name candidates by a
given face, we use the co-occurrence factor:

1. Calculate the co-occurrences of combinations
of all face candidates with a given name or
vice versa (name candidates with a given face).

2. Sort the co-occurrences.

3. Output faces (or names) that correspond to the
N largest co-occurrences.

Co-occurrence factor
Here we define the co-occurrence factor C(N, F)

of a face F and a name N. Extracted face sequences
are obtained as a two-tuple list (timing, face iden-
tification): {(tFi, Fi)}={(tF1, F1), (tF2, F2),…}, where
tFi=tFi

start~tFi
end. We can define the duration of a face

sequence by the function dur(tFi )=tFi
end − tFi

start. Name
extraction results are given as a three-tuple list
(word, timing, score):

Note that a name Nj may occur several times in a
video, so each occurrence is indexed by k.

Timing similarity, St(tF, tN), between the timing
of a face F and a name N is defined as follows:

(6)

This is basically a step function having 1 if tN falls
in the range between tF

start and tF
end, but its edges are

dispersed using a Gaussian filter with standard
deviation σt. The Gaussian filter should compen-
sate for the time delay between the video and
transcript.
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Figure 9. A typical video

caption.



The caption recognition results are obtained as
a two-tuple list (timing, recognition result):

where because each caption has
a duration. First, the system chronologically com-
pares the caption-recognition result with a face.
We simply define the timing similarity, S′t (tC, tF),
of timing of caption C and face F, as follows:

(7)

Next, the similarity between a caption recog-
nition result C and a name N is defined using the
distance dc(C, N). To take into account only pairs
of a caption and name that match well—that is,
pairs of a caption and name whose distance is very
small—we define the similarity Sc(C, N) of a cap-
tion C and a name N as

(8)

where θc is the threshold value for the distance
between captions and names. We set θc to 0.2 for
our experimental system.

Finally, we define the co-occurrence factor 
C(N, F) of the name N and the face F as

(9)

(10)

where wc is the weight for caption-recognition
results. Roughly speaking, when a name and a cap-
tion match and the caption and a face match at the
same time, the face equivalently coincides with wc

occurrences of that name. We use 1 for the value of
wc. Figure 10 depicts the calculation process for the
main portion of the numerator in Equation 9.
Intuitively, the numerator represents the number
of occurrences of the name N that coincide with
face F, taking face similarities and name scores into

account. That number is then nor-
malized with the denominator to pre-
vent the “anchor person problem.”
An anchor person coincides with
almost any name. A face or name that
coincides with any name or face
should correspond to no name or
face. The more names an anchor per-
son coincides with, the larger the
denominator becomes by summing
for each coincident name. Thus the
resulting co-occurrence factor be-
comes small for anchor persons.

Experiments
We implemented the Name-It

system on an SGI workstation. We
processed 10 “CNN Headline News”
videos (30 minutes each) for a total
of five hours of video. The system
extracted 556 face sequences from
the videos.

Name-It performs name candi-
date retrieval from a given face and
face candidate retrieval from a given
name. In face-to-name retrieval, the
system is given a face, then outputs
name candidates with co-occurrence
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Figure 10. Calculating the co-occurrence factor. This figure depicts the calculation of co-

occurrence between the face of Clinton (top) and the name “Clinton” (bottom). Edges from

Clinton’s face to other faces represent face similarity Sf(Fi, FClinton); edges from faces to names

represent timing similarity St (tFi, t
N
k); and edges from names to “Clinton” represent name

scores sN
k in the numerator of Equation 9.



factors in descending order. Likewise, in name-to-
face retrieval, the system outputs face candidates
of a given name with co-occurrence factors in
descending order.

Figure 11 shows the
results of face-to-name
retrieval. Each result
shows an image of a
given face and ranked
name candidates asso-
ciated with co-occur-
rence factors. Correct
answers are denoted by
the circled number
rankings. Figure 12
shows the results of
name-to-face retrieval.
The top four face candi-
dates are shown in
order from left to right
with corresponding co-
occurrence factors.
Although the correct
answers acquire higher
ranking, the results
might be recognized as
imperfect due to many
incorrect candidates
within the top four
results. However, when
we recall that Name-It
extracts face and name
information and com-
bines these unreliable
sets of information to
obtain face-name asso-
ciation, inevitably the
results contain unnec-
essary candidates. Thus,
the results demonstrate

good performance in face-to-name and name-to-
face retrieval.

After the experiments, we evaluated the Name-
It system in terms of accuracy. We used 308 man-
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Figure 11. Face-to-name

retrieval results.

Figure 12. Name-to-face

retrieval results.



ually named face sequences as the correct answer.
Figures 13 and 14 depict the accuracy of face-to-
name and name-to-face retrieval. In this accuracy
evaluation, if the correct answer is output in the
top N candidates, we regard this output as correct.
(The output is correct with N allowed candidates.
Note that a name may correspond to several iden-
tical faces, and a face may correspond to both the
given name and the family name.) Thus these
graphs represent relationships between accuracy
and the number of allowed candidates. They also
show results using both name scores and video-
caption recognition, results without name scores
(set all scores to 1.0), results without video-cap-
tion recognition (set wc to 0), and results without
either name scores or video-caption recognition.

By comparing the results using both name
scores and video captions to the results without
video captions for both graphs, we can say that
video-caption recognition contributes to higher
accuracy. Actually, some faces aren’t mentioned in
the transcripts, but described in video captions.
These faces can be named only by incorporating
video-caption recognition (such as Figure 11d and
Figure 12e). Figure 13 shows that name score eval-
uation proves effective for face-to-name retrieval.

However, according to Figure 14, it doesn’t cause
any major difference in accuracy for name-to-face
retrieval. This result indicates that name scores
properly reflect whether each word corresponds to
a person of interest in topics (in face-to-name
retrieval). By contrast, name scores cannot repre-
sent which occurrence of a certain word coincides
with a face sequence of the person of the name in
name-to-face retrieval. In other words, name scores
succeed in inferring which word is likely to corre-
spond to a person of interest. However, they fail to
infer which word actually coincides with the face
sequence. The main reason for this is the fact that
transcripts don’t explain videos directly. To over-
come this problem, the system may need in-depth
transcript recognition, as well as in-depth scene
understanding, and a proper way to integrate these
analysis results. The graphs also disclose that
Name-It achieves an accuracy of 33 percent in
face-to-name retrieval and 46 percent in name-
to-face retrieval with five candidates allowed.

Conclusions
Name-It associates faces and names in news

videos by integrating face-sequence extraction
and similarity evaluation, name extraction, and
video-caption recognition into a unified factor:
co-occurrence. The successful experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness of a multimodal
approach in video content extraction. Although
the performance of each individual technology is
not always high, our experiments demonstrate
that Name-It achieves good face-name associa-
tion. Further research will aim to enhance each
technique, as well as analyze and improve the
integration method. MM
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